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are the complete egoists of the century, absolutely devoid of
any other-regarding quality or inclination. Frederick's self-
indulgences, always on a moderate scale, were actually in-
famous. Voltaire, who, though spiteful, was not a liar, hints
quite plainly at them, and no disproof seems ever to have been
attempted.
Cagliostro and Casanova were of a different type from the
great Frederick, in respect not merely of ability, but of morality.
They were sorry rogues, dissolute, self-indulgent, greedy;
merely scoundrels, desirous of living softly without having to
work hard, avoiding routine and restraint, preferring to receive
something and to give nothing, followers of evil courses, as
being more seductive, but not deliberate choosers of them—
bad enough men, but not frankly and deliberately wicked. It
is conceivable that Cagliostro or Casanova could have experi-
enced a conversion and been turned to good ways, but Frederick
never.
Any good thing is liable to be abused. The social cosmo-
politanism of the eighteenth century gave opportunities to the
cosmopolitan adventurer, just as the international finance of
the twentieth century provides opportunities for the inter-
national swindler; this kind of man appears always to be found
out, but not always soon enough to save his victims. Cag-
liostro had a long * run ' before he was found out and caught.
Giuseppe Balsamo, known to history as Count Cagliostro,
was born at Palermo, in the Kingdom of Naples, in 1743. His
father soon died. The widow had to bring up a greedy, fat,
ungovernable boy. An uncle paid for his schooling, and then
sent him, at the age of thirteen, to the Convent of the Ben-
fratelli at Caltagirone, outside Palermo, to be trained as a
novice. There he was put to assist the convent apothecary,
and obtained some familiarity with the drugs in use at that
time, and with their high-sounding names. He did not, how-
ever, remain long under the discipline of the monks; he was
greedy, lazy, given to pilfering. So he was returned to his
squalid home in Palermo. Naturally he soon fell in with the
worst sort of companions among the lower orders of the city;

